The paper makes a description of the fuzzy filter properties considering its operational principles. A digital filter interacts with a reference model signal into real process in order to get the best corresponding answer, having the minimum error at the filter output using the mean square criterion. Adding into this filter structure a fuzzy mechanism, to obtain an intelligent filtering because adaptively select and emit a decision answer according with the external reference signal changes, in order to actualize the best correct new conditions updating a process dynamically. The interpretation of the input signal level describes the operation of the reference model, to update the filter weights giving the answers approximation in accordance with the reference signal in natural form. Finally the paper shows the simulations results of the fuzzy filter into the Kalman structure using the Matlab © tool.
Introduction
To develop an intelligent system requires a deduction of its own natural external environment, using a fuzzy mechanism that has the classification of its own set of answers in order to discover dynamically the changes of an external process. Interpreting the operation levels to deduce and select the best response updating its answers weights, in order to follow the best approximation condition in accordance to the external process changes by taking a decision about the actual condition to correct or update a system [1] .
Actually, one of the best tools used to solve this, is a recursive digital filter to adjust dynamically its parameters weights in order to give limited answers with respect to the mean square error criterion (1). A digital filter is a logic algorithm programmed into computer software or electronic chip in order to eliminate the noise of a system, takes specific data, identification system or predict a system [2] .
The main problem in conventional filtering operation is that it can't characterizes and infer its operation levels with respect with a reference system changes; interpreting its external environment changes in order to select its answers with the smallest error and considering different operation levels in dynamical sense, following the natural evolution of the reference system that interacts with the filter. In addition, a conventional filter has not a linguistic description as levels to display its answer conditions as human interface, expressing it as levels rank, making difficult to know the corresponding answer level as non-intelligent process, which have some problems to develop capacities with high changing processes [2] .
The systems related to artificial intelligent mechanisms should use into its architecture fuzzy tools (as fuzzy neural net and evolutive systems) in order to get its own perception giving the best decision answers, using this to solve complex problems, actualizing and adapting its perceptions and answers in accordance with a reference dynamical system in order to get knowledge [3, 4] .
The fuzzy intelligent tools into a digital filtering is an option for to obtain different decision answer levels, to interacts with a reference model dynamics, adapting its answers to the possible changes by selecting the best values in order to get the necessary convergence conditions, which should has the best operation each time [5] [6]. The goal of this kind of filter is the characterization of a system that has uncertainties in its operation, describing the natural process, with a rule set. This requires a feedback law in order to follow the basic properties of a desired input signal, adjusting its parameters to give a correct solution dynamically to minimize the error criterion response [7] . According to this, the filter chooses the best decision answer to update the system.
In accordance with this perspective, the paper describes the FDF (Fuzzy Digital Filter) operation and the characterization of the Kalman filter internal structure to give answers with respect to the operation levels in order to follow the natural reference model [8] .
Fuzzy Digital Filtering
The fuzzy filter is an intelligent filter that has two stages basically; the conventional adaptive filter structure considering all its conditions, and the fuzzy stage integrated to the filter structure in order to characterize its operation to get a best signal approximation by levels. This stages integration works together minimizing the error criterion difference having a natural signal description in accordance with the reference model changes [9] .
In another hand, a digital filter structure without this fuzzy stage cannot have a characterization of an external process to have a normal operation without get an answer into levels, making difficult to select the best signal approximation with the minimum error. Having this is difficult to interpret the input signal of the external process and to get the best parameter value in order to update the process with the nearest value to have a better natural signal description [10] .
According with this a fuzzy digital filter is an adaptive filter adding a fuzzy stage that classifies the input signal   y k , into fuzzy grades to select the best filter parameter value   a k from the knowledge base in order to update the filter weights dynamically trough time to get the best signal approximation respect to the operation level. A fuzzy filter classifies, search and associate information giving the corresponding answer value according to the desired signal from the reference process at its input. This classifies a reference process in order to get a dynamical filter answers. The goal is to give a desired operation condition each time with stable operation because this filter uses as limit answer value the mean square error criterion (1) as adaptive filtering, but the fuzzy stage minimize the error difference and gets the best signal approximation. The membership functions (parameters value set) are limited into the knowledge base [11] .
The criterion
 
J k to reduce the filter error describes the mean square of the error between the desired signal   y k and the filter output   y k , allows finding the corresponding membership function that is the best signal approximation in order to minimize the filter criterion [12] .
The Fuzzy filter with adaptive properties has an iterative searching methodology using the back-propagation (BP) learning algorithm, which updates its parameters per iteration dynamically by degrees classifying its membership functions into the knowledge base in accordance to the difference between the desired response   y k and the actual filter output   y k described as the error   e k . The Figure 1 shows the fuzzy filter structure:
The FDF interacts with an external reference model (real process) changes and the filter will selects the best answer to approximate the signal with minimum error. Then, the fuzzy filter has next stages [13] :
 The fuzzy filter previously has the classification of the reference process model conditions as operation levels; having the knowledge of all the possible levels.  The filter emits the best answer   y k , describing its responses as linguistic operational levels and continually repeats this cycle. This computational model described as intelligent process may interacts with natural processes as biologic signals, using processing elements making connections to constitute an automatic updating selection to follow the best condition of a process.
The control area N T is a set of answers that the filter has with respect to all set of desired signals that the reference system emit; the control area (2) is into membership intervals inside the knowledge base; in accordance to a filtering criterion (mean square error). The set of membership function (parameters value) represents all the correct responses into the Knowledge Base (KB), according to an objective law, predefined by this natural reference process, the filter inference chooses the best correct response from the knowledge base to each reference model change.
The desired signal   y k at the filter input is changing its operation conditions continuously, described in levels. The filter interprets the corresponding level interval and selects the best parameter value   a k (membership function) from the knowledge base. Updating the filter operation to give a correct response   y k , the goal of the filtering process as predictor is to follow the desired signal   y k to describe the reference process into operation grades, and then the output filter   y k will be approximately the same signal [14] . The description of the signal into a fuzzy structure is using ranks limited by the reference system in order to characterize the signal levels as:
First using the logic connector if to get the membership grade of the input   y k , second using the logic connector then to get the corresponding parameter value , third the fuzzy mechanism updates the process to a new condition, and gets the output value described as   a k   y k with the best approximation.
This filtering process determines the best value to update de filter conditions and give a response with the smallest error.
Fuzzy Filtering Properties
Considering the operational characteristics of a digital filtering, the fuzzy filter has the same principles as example: the mean square error criterion. Below there is a description of the main operation principles of the fuzzy filtering adding some other properties in order to give more intelligence to the answer selection with a classification into levels to minimize the error and get the best signal approximation.
Rule Mechanism
The filtering process adding the fuzzy inference has a rules base in order to learn, recall, associate and compare the new information at its input in accordance with the reference model changes and the filter signal levels use its variance as operational limit in probabilistic form [15] .
The fuzzy rules base has a set of logical connectors (if-then), to interpret the reference process conditions into grades and select the corresponding membership function from the knowledge base with its corresponding level. All this rule mechanism has as operation limit the filter criterion, which has previously all the possible data to process in accordance with the reference model (real process), that is interacting with the filter [16] .
Using the logic connectors (if-then) in the fuzzy stage with respect to desired signals set   y k to deduce the signal level as indicator to select the corresponding membership function (parameter value) in order to update the filter weights dynamically.
  a k
Each rule of the fuzzy filtering determines a specific membership function value with the connector then, in accordance with the input level deduced with the connector if. All this structure works inside the error criterion as limit, to maintain a correct operation, using the error distribution to define the intervals in order to describe the filter operation into levels. The Figure 2 , show the elements of the rule mechanism.
First, the filtering process using the fuzzy connector if infer the input signal level (desire signal)   y k , from the reference model. The filter mechanism finds into its internal database the corresponding new membership value   a k with the fuzzy connector then to update the parameter value having the operation level. Then the fuzzy rule selects the corresponding parameters from the knowledge base in order to adjust the filter to give the correct answer   y k at the filter output.
Error Criterion
The fuzzy filter, works with the same basic concepts as a conventional filter using the error mean square (1) as its own criterion to delimit its answer levels. Additionally the fuzzy filter integrates the fuzzy stage that characterizes and interprets the input signal (desired signal), having all the information required to process the data into the knowledge base deducing the required membership function to update the filter to a new required condition.
The fuzzy mechanism reduce the value of the filter error criterion to its minimum difference described as Considering the response levels of the filter, the membership functions have a rank representation by levels with minimum and maximum intervals limited with specific metrics previously defined in order to describe the filter operation inside the error distribution function [17] .
The previous classification represents the characterization of the reference model (real process) that interacts with the filter. Using a fuzzy filter method avoids the initial instability because the use of supervised learning as artificial intelligence technique to reduce the process uncertainty [18] .
The minimization of the filter error criterion reduce the distance between the desired signal   y k and the filter output   y k , this allows having the best signal approximation in accordance with the reference model, updating the filter operation getting the correct answer. Figure 3 , shows the representation of the filter criterion described as the convergence.
The filter convergence describes the error minimization dynamically using the mean square criterion. This is a deduction of the error filter from its initial value (that is considerably high) to a desired error value (minimization), that accomplishes the filter requirements with respect to the reference process. Having this, the fuzzy filter gets the best answer value to update a process to a new best condition [19] .
Parameter Selection
The membership function to select into the fuzzy stage is the corresponding parameter value respect to the input signal level, in order to update the filter weights. The goal of this parameter selection is to have a minimization of the error difference between the input signal and the filter output, in order to get the best approximation of the signal using the better weight value to update dynamically the filter process.
  a k
The membership function set into the knowledge base bounds into the error criterion too, in order to get the filter response inside of the reference model requirements [20] .
The Figure 4 , has the membership function   a k estimation in accordance with the input value   y k and the filter output   y k . This is the parameter dynamical selection using operation levels by the fuzzy filtering.
The figure above shows the fuzzy stage that makes a classification process describing the parameter values into levels and dynamically selects the best correspondence with the reference process changes having the best signal approximation considering the lowest error value.
The parameter selection of the fuzzy filter allow to have the best signal approximation dynamically, changing the parameter values to update the filter weights, having the desired signal values deduction at the filter input. The advantage of this method is that minimizes the error criterion value; having a selection process in accordance with the external changes, in other filter cases , describing the operational filter levels and having as a goal to obtain
To make the selection of the parameter from the KB in accordance with   J k levels, it needs the next considerations: 1) the experimentation process needs to be fixed in accordance of its inputs and outputs, 2) To select a value parameter proposed into the KB, 3) Observe the error functional response, selecting parameters values into the stability region described for the system, probing it into the identification system described as observing the error difference with respect to 
Simulation Results
For the simulation of the fuzzy filter, we integrate the Kalman filter structure with the fuzzy stage in order to get a characterization of the filter operation, showing graphically the fuzzy filter operation [23] . The Kalman filter in this case uses the identification configuration, having a dynamical parameter selection in order to get the best-desired signal (from the reference model) approximation. The filter has a set of membership functions describing all the filter changes limited by the error criterion (1).
The reference model into the simulation is an ARMA model (Autoregressive Mobile Average), which interacts with the fuzzy filter in order to get the best answers. This has a description in discrete states space, expressed by the first order difference as:
Its output has the next description: 
The Figure 5 , shows the desired signal   y k approximation with the fuzzy filter output described as .
  * y k In accordance with the desired signal levels, the fuzzy stage makes a selection process by the fuzzy rules to get dynamically the parameter value (membership value) changing its values through time, as you can see in the With the fuzzy inference using the error levels into the set of fuzzy rules The Figure 6 , shows the membership error classification in order to select the best answer.
In accordance with the fuzzy filter selection process, The Figure 7 , shows the different operational levels of the filter output described by   y k . Finally we verify the reference model probabilistically with its fuzzy filter description using the density function into The Figure 8 .
The FDF describes precisely a real signal into operational levels minimizing the error difference into the filter mechanism, as we can see the graphics above, the FDF can classify a signal, having an inference that interpret the input (desired signal) and get the best parameter value to approximate to the changes.
Conclusions
The fuzzy filtering is a type of signal characterization in order to obtain the best answers in accordance with the changes on its environment. Which as artificial intelligent systems, with signal reasoning describing its operation into levels or grades by the fuzzy stage that use the inference to interpret the input from an external process, and get the best membership value selected dynamically into the knowledge base, this updates the filter weights in order to get the best signal approximation [23] .
The paper describes the fuzzy filter properties that allow having an inference that classifies and deduces the filter answers by the error criterion as limit, in order to search and select the filter parameters and update its weights to give a correct response dynamically as a natural linguistic answer. This work establishes how to construct and characterize the membership values of the knowledge base in a probabilistic manner by its distribution function.
Finally, this work shows a simulation of the FDF operation using the Matlab tool and the Kalman filter structure to integrate the fuzzy mechanism, considering three answer levels, having an accurate filtering time response with respect to the reference model with the minimum error difference as natural process.
The next trend in applications for this kind of intelligent filters would be the integration with technologies that needs reasoning into its architecture. For example the autonomous system that considers its external environment changes in order to have an accurate response according to it. The next systems should help us to do our lives more dynamic and comfortable taking the decisions with the best action to do in accordance with different kind of situations in our live.
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